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Graphic Design

- 2050 Partners, Inc.
- Abundance Brands LLC
- Arena Solutions, LLC.
- Blended Collective LLC
- Caleb Alexander Moss
- Creative Differences MKT INC
- EarlyWorks, llc.
- Franian Consulting, LLC
- Gusto Partners LLC
- Increase Branding & Design LLC
- Invisible Engines
- JKranz Consulting, Janet Kranz
- Liberty Ellen Strategic Communications
- LogiQ Media
- Media Genesis, Inc.
- Mission Lift
- Operations School LLC
- OVDO Media
- Pentacle Technologies
- Phoenix Innovate
- Redhead Design Studio
- RENEE WALKER & ASSOCIATES LLC
- School of Social Work
- Sparklefurry, llc.
- Talem Consulting
- Team 3 Productions
- THE CRISPEN GROUP, INC.
- the Nonprofit Spot
- The Paine Group LLC
- The Purpose Collective, LLC
- The Storm Co.
- The Work Department
- Tonette Bryant-Carter / DBA - The Bryant Agency
- tooandoo, LLC
- WESTCOMM, INC.
- Zengenuity
- Zoyes Creative Group

Accelerating collaborative action in Southeast Michigan’s nonprofit community.